
Report of the Dissertation Council on Hydrogeology, Engineering and Oil and Gas Geology
art KazNITU named after K.I.Satbayev on decisions on awarding (refusal to award) the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in the specialties 6D070600 - Geology and
exploration of mineral deposits, 8D07104 - Oil and gas and ore geophysics for 2023,

1. The number of meetings held.
The Dissertation council in the specialty 6D070600 - "Geology and exploration of mineral

deposits", 8D07104 - "oil and gas and ore geophysics" and 6D075500 - l,Hyd.ogeology 
and

En65ineering Geology" held 5 (five) meetings.

2' The names of the members of the dissertation council who attended less than half of
the meetings - no one.

3. List of doctoral students with indication of training organization.

4. A brief analysis of the dissertations reviewed by the Council during the reporting year
During the work, the Dissertation Council reviewed 5 (five) papers in : lttree) specialties,

The names of dissertations in the context of specialties are given below:

J\T

I

2

Full name of the doctoral student Organization of training
Isagalieva Aigul Kalievna Iig4lBIU named after K.t.Satbayev
Kudaibergenova Sabina Satybal dykyzv KazNRTU named after K.I.Satbayev

1
J Onlasynov Zhuldyzbek Al ikhanu ly KazNRTU named after K.l.Satbayev
/1 lsmagulova Aida Zhanatovna I(azNRTU named after K.l.Satbavev
5 Itemen Nurbol Mergenbavulv KazNRTU named after K.I.Satbayev

l\& Full name of the
doctoral student

Subject of the work Cipher and the name
of the specialty

I Isagalieva Aigul
Kalievna

Geophysical criteria for geodynamic zonation of
oil and gas bearing regions of the South Caspian
depression

6D070600 Geology
and exploration of
mineral deoosits

2 Kudaibergenova

Sabina
Satybaldykyzy

Modern technologies of geodynamic monitoring
in tlie study and mapping of rapidly changing
natural and technogenic processes in
hydrocarbon deposits

8D07104 - Oil and gas
and ore geophysics

3 Onlasynov
Zhuldyzbek
Alikhanuly

Inplementation of Remote Sensing and GIS in
hydrogeological investigation of Makhtaral
inigated lands in the Turkestan region

6D075500
Hydrogeology and

enqineerins Geolosv
,1 Ismagulova Aida

Zhanatovna
Zccre4ooanu-r npoqeccoB KoJrbMararIHH Ha
onbrTHo-3KCnepHMeHTZUrbHt,lx cacTeMax
HCKyCCTBeHHOfO BOCI|OJrHeHHr 3a[acoB
noA3eMHbrx Bo,4 e [Oro - Bocroqnotr
KagaxcraHe

6D075500
Hydrogeology and

engineering Geology

5 Itemen Nurbol
Mergenbayuly

Assessment of the development of associated
reservoir brines in the oil and gas fields of
Southern Mangyshlak and the development of a
technological scheme for extracting lithium and
its compounds from them

6D075500
Hydrogeology and
engineering Geology



4.1 Analysis of the subject of the considered worlks

4.1.1 Brief analysfls of the dissertation of Issagaliyeva Aigul
for geodynamia zonation of oil and gas bearing regions of the
speciality 6D070600 - Geology and Exploration of Mineral

- analysing the topics of the reviewed works;
The aim is to develop and create a scientific and met

structure and geodvnamics of the Earth's crustal lithosohere li
geophysical data of the southern part of the Caspian B
heterogeneities relevant to the oil and gas content of the region

To achieve the goal, the following tasks are envisaged:
l. Analysis and generalisation of a priori geoiogical

information on oil and gas content of the region;
2 Analyses of physical fields, crust and mantle models

DSS, GEPM-DSS.
3. Post-method and complex interpretation of the

geological and petrophysical data for compiling physical-
on the geodynamic basis of the studied region;

4. Establishing the relationship of oil and gas content o
and geodynamic mode of development of the main geologi
developed geophysical criteria.

The work was carried out on the basis of analyses of nh
crust and mantle along the lines of DSS, GEPM-DSS proh
existing concepts of geodynamics of the region's development.

4.l.2Brief analysis of Kudaibergenova Sabina Satybald
"Modern technologies of geodynamic monitoring in the study
natural and man-made processes in hydrocarbon deposits",
ore geophysics.

- analysis of the topics of the reviewedworks;
The aim is to study the peculiarities (regularities) of

seismo-deformation processes at the developed hydrocarbon
moritoring of rapidly changing natural-technogenic processes
of geophysical fielcl parameters (gravity, resistivity) and accom
parameters (subsidence, horizontal shifts, earthquakes).

Tasks to be solved:
- Collection, analysis and generalisation of available stock

foreign literature, compilation of analytical reviews of cases

seismic events at the developed hydrocarbon fields;
- analysing methods, equipment and methodology for
- assessment of the reliability of the database on cornpl

technogenic processes at hydrocarbon fields;
- identification of regularities of occurrence and spatial and

forms of manifestation of natural-technogenic geodynamics of
- geodynamic zoning of the territory of hydrocarbon fields

geodynamic risk according to a set of geological-geophysical at

- substantiation of recommendations on optimisation of
on placement of systems and facilities at hydrocarbon fields,
emergency situations related to geodynamic factor.
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posits.

logical basis for studying the deep
phere based on the analysis of

in, to identify its main depth

geophysical and field-geological

Iong the lines of regional profiles

ults of geophysical, structural-
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the region with
structures on

fields, models of the Earth's
gravel and magnetic surveys,

kyry's dissertation on the topic:
mapping of rapidly changing

ialty 8D07104 - Oil and gas and

ifestation of natural-technosenic
frelds on the basis of lons-term

iated with anomalous chanses
ying deformation geodynamic

, published domestic and
f occurrence of deformation and

GDM;
x GDM of modern natural and

temporal development of various
subsurface;

allocation ofzones and areas of
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plex GDM for solving problems

the deep structure
the basis of the

ich will allow avoiding possible



4.1.3 A brief analysis of the dissertation of Onlasyn
topic: "Application of GIS technologies and Earth remote sensi
on the example of'the Maktaaral inigation massif of llu
Hydrogeology and engineering geology.

- analysis of the topics of the reviewed works;
The main pur.pose of the work is to study the regional fi

hyclro-reclamation conditions of the Maktaaral irrieation m
renrote sensing da1.a, to assess the potential of using vrater
ma.hematical modeling.

The method o1 achieving the goal is based on the integra
me1.hods, ground-based route studies, GIS and methods
hyd ro geological conditions

To achieve this; goal, it was necessary to solve the fc,llowi
l) to study ttLe hydrological, geological-geophysical, h

research area based on the collection, analysis and system atizatj
to r;larify the conrlitions of distribution and regional patte
discharge of groundwater and groundwater ol the Maktaaral i

2) ground-based route studies to assess the water mana
stucly the level regirne and chemical composit.ion of groundw

3) identify areas with favorable and critical reclamation
sper:tral index images using GIS technologies;

4) to identify the equation of the predictive model of'soil
speotral indices and channels of multispectral satellite images
and Sentinel-2 and use it for further mapping of soil salinil.y o
massif;

5) to assess the potential of secondary use of water fi'om t
of tlie impact of water intake from the SVD on the srourLdwat
moclel;

6) create a mathematical model and calculate the wa1er ba

4,1.4 A brief analysis of Ismagulova Aida Zhanatovna's
of colmatation processes on experimental systems of artifici
reserves in Southeastern Kazakhstan", specialty 6D07:t500 -
georogy.

- analysis of thet topics of the reviewedwc,rks;
The main purpose and direction of the lesearch were foc

mairr factors influerLcing the processes of colrnation in thLe

the prospects and ellficiency of IVZPV systems at the stages o
working one-stage clesign.

At the same tirrLe, the following basic and defining criter:ia
- the presence of a potential consumer of accumulate,C w
- the presence of an aquifer with a free surface with a

morr: than 5-7 meters, having good filtration properties;
- prospects for using research objects as representat-ive

obtained for use as a source and sufficient material for imple
systems and open infiltration basins at the stages of working

- the possibility of organizing experimental work on the sit
- acceptable technical and economic indicators.

Zhuldyzbek Alikhanuly on the
data in hydrogeological research

region", specialty 6D075500 -

of the hydrogeological and
using GIS technologies and
the SVD for inigation using

use of modern remote sensing

modeling ofof mathematical

geological conditions of the
n of previously conducted studies

of formation, movement and
ion massif:

nt situation ofthe research area,
based on laboratory studies;
itions based on the analysis of

inity using regression analysis of
f medium resolution LandSat-8
inigated lands of the Maktaaral

SVD for irrigation and scenarios
regime based on a mathematical

based on it.

issertation on the topic: "Studies
I replenishment of groundwater
Hydrogeology and engineering

on the issues of studying the
of infiltration basins, as well as

feasibility study and subsequent

used in the work:
at the sites of the IYPZP;
of the groundwater level of no

similar regions, and the results
in the desien of IPPW

gn;

tion



In this regard, the main objectives of this work vrere to
methods of complex field research in the infiltration mini
valleys, accepted as typical for the territory of South-Eastem
of improving the water supply of rural settlements and remote

When oryaniz,ing sites, large-scale comprehensive studi
of tasks to obtain reliable full-scale characteristicsr and
supplemented by a detailed assessment of the water-ph
properties of the aeration zone and the upper layers of the aqui

For the arid conditions of Southeastern Kazakhstan.
role, due to the transfer of physical weathering products by
waters. Therefore, in the dissertation work, primary int
studies of the turbidity of surface waters of rivers in areas of
colmatation and assess its effect on colmatation processes

replenishment of groundwater reserves.

4.1.5 A brief analysis of the dissertation of ltemen Nu
"Assessment of the development of'associated reservoir rrrines
Mangyshlak and the development of a technological sche
cornpounds from them", specialty 6D075500 - Hydrogeology

- analysis of the topics of the reviewedworks,.
The purpose of the work is to study modern hy<l

corLditions and features of brine formation in the oil and eas
develop a technological scheme for extracting lithium and its
their operational reserves and forecast resources.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were solved:
- study of geol,ogical, hydrogeological and hydrochemical

the basic patterns of formation and assessment of forecast
industrial brines:

- conducting hydrogeochemical analysis and substurtiatio
valuable components in underground industrial brines for the

- substantiation of methods of physico-chemical modeling
extraction of lithium and its compounds from industrial brines;

- development of a technological scheme for the extraction
resr:rvoir brines witth an assessmenl. of its effectiveness;

- assessment offorecast resources and operational

4.2 Connection of dissertation topics with the directio
are formed by the Higher Scientific and 'lfechnical Comm
the Republic of Kazakhstan in accordance with paraLgraph
Science" and (or) state programs;

4.2,llsagalieva Aigul Kalievna was directly involved i
l. 202I-2023 "Assessment of seismic hazard ,of t

Kazakhstan on a rnodern scientific and methodolosicerl basi
Ministry of Educatiion and Science of the Republic of

2.20I8-2020t "Integrated studies of sei.smic hazardous
and development of the basis of the early rvarning sys;tem o
Seismology of the J\4inistry of Education and Science of the R

develop the organization of sites,
ns of the Aksu, Lepsy and Koksu

, which is most in need

areas.

were set and organizedin the list
parameters. These studies were

l, hydrodynamic and filtration

cal colmation plays a leading
ver runoff and, especially, flood

is attached to conductins field
outheastern Kazakhstan to studv
n used as a source of artificial

Mergenbayuly on the topic:
the oil and gas fields of Southem

e for extracting lithium and its
engineering geology.

eological and hydrogeochemical
elds of Southern Mangyshlak, to
compounds from them; to assess

itions of the tenitory to clarify
rces and reserves ofundersround

of methods for the distribution of
of their further processing;

f the "water-rock" system for the

f lithium and its compounds from

of underground industrial brines.

of science development, which
ion under the Government of

3 of Article 18 of the Law "On

the following research projects:
tories of regions and cities of

Institute of Seismoloev of the
;

of south-eastern Kazakhstan,
Institute ofstrong earthquakes"

ublic of Kazakhstan:



3.2015-2018 No. 757 MES. GF.l5. RIpR.32 "Colt
inlbrmation to form a database and create clisital models of
KazNRTU named after K.I.Satbayev.

4.2,2 Dissertation work of Kudaibergenova Sabina
out researches the modem technology of control of arLt
Earth crust on developed hydrocarbon fields by creation of

Practical significance - the obtained conclusions co
assessing the occurrence of various scenarios of geodynamic
associated with the development of hydrocarbon fields,, reco
geodynamic risks.

The results of dissertation research are of prar:tical
operational and service activities at hydrocarbon fields in

4.2.3 The practical significance of Onlasynov Zhruldy
using the results of research, methods of analyzing and decry
creation of scenarios of hydrogeological regi.me and the appli
the rational use of'water resources for irrigation and irrc
Maktaaral irrieation massif.

4,2.4The scientific and practical signif,rcance of the compl
Zhanatovna's dissertation was that priority was given to field
which served as tlLe primary characteristic of the fundam
physical activity of the processes of colmation.

In the course of the experiments, in addition to m,oasuri
supplied water, the thickness of the silty sediment, and the
sediment were determined, which are the initial parameters
colmatation condit.ions.

The experimerrts were carried out at different values o1't
year: from 25 to 75oh of the water supply, and therefore the to
when using ar"tificial groundwater replenishrnent syster)s was
years.

Full-scale studies of instantaneous
out by the photometric method - point

values of turbidity of
measurements usimg a

water samples and control laboratory analyses by the weight
Such large-scale and long-term experiments in domestic

carried out for the i-rrst time, the reslults of which eventually al
the change in the rzLte of infiltration and its transition through
serving as a quantittative guideline for evaluating the timing of
elernent of randomness.

Experimental lillings were can'ied out in the aeration zo
parl of the undifferentiated modern and upper quaternary
located at different distances frorn riverbeds and diff'ering
composition in water permeability parameters and in depth fro

Field experimental filtration studies made it possible for
the infiltration capacity of the aeration zone; to establish
infiltration facilities for IVZPV: to assess ttre ooerational
account their artificial replenishment; to predict changes in
possible to give a nlore objective and larger-scale and del.ailed
waler infiltration and actual colmation throueh the soiLls of
sediments of the upper part of the water-bearing horizon mising for the IWZPV, which

ion and analysis of geophysical
in Kazakhstan"ydrocarbon fields

baldykyzy, based on canying
enic changes in dynamics of the
ynamic polygons is offered.
firm the principal possibility of
tuations and environmental risks
ended measures to reduce these

rest for companies conducting
stan.

Alikhanuly's work consists in
ting remote sensing data with the
ion of a mathematical model for
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eventually served as a real opportunity to unify the dala obt
Southeastem Kazakhstan.

Data from field and laboratory studies of the
groundwater were used to substantiate the created models of s

4.2.5 The practical significance of the completedl
Nurrbol Mergenb:ryuly is based orr the scientific iustification o
of industrial groundwater manifesl.ations based on the results
resources and reserves, technical and econornic indicatc,rs of
conditions and rational schemes of integrated use. It is con
de,,relopment of industrial water deposits can be providod onl
most cost-effective are the possibilities of extractins lithium
reservoir brines of oil and gas fields. A large amount of'
adaptation of modern technologies used in 1.he processing of
reservoir waters of'oil fields.

4.3 Analysing the level of implementation of disserta

4.3.1 The practical significance of the work of Isaga
1. The conducted studies with the use of newly obtained

wi<le possibility of geophysical methods for studying the dept
the Earth's crust, lbasement surface, pre-Devonian complexe
sedimentarv basins:

2. The peculiarities ofthe deep structure of the south of the
The analysis of structural-velocity and density sections along
to perform zoning of the territory on the basis of correlalion o

Earth's crust (continental, relict paleoceanic, transitional crust)
thiokness of the deep boundaries of the southL of the Caspian
of the structure of' different layersl of the Earth's crust and
heterogeneous blocks of the lower sedimentary cover,
sedimentary basins.

3. Based on the revealed spatial relationship of local
with structural elernents of the platfbrm cover, it is possitrle to fi
Paleozoic structures formed in the lower sedimentarv co\/er.
ancLlower Carbonif'erous. The regularities of geophysical field d
of the analysis, can become the basis for the strategy of
corLsideration.

Results of researches are published in 12 scientific'works,
couLntries, foreign countries, recommended by "Committee on
and science of MES RK", two mamrscript reports. On the subj
works, including 3 articles in the journal with non-zero impact
in j ournals recommended by the Ministry of Education and Sci
7 articles in collections published on the resuh.s of scientilic inte

4.3.2 The main provisions of the disserlation work have
including 4 articles published in joumals included in the
I arlicle in other scientific journals and publications, 4 publicati
of international corrferences, Kazakhstani and foreisn.

In addition, the results of the thesis research were discussed
are discussion protocols):

ned for the same type of rivers of

of surface and
filtration.
h of the dissertation of Itemen
the prospects for the development
f an assessment of their projected

ration, reasonable parameters of
rmed that suffrcient efhciency of
by their complex processing. The

its compounds from associated
rch has been conducted on the

ydromineral raw materials to the

results into practical activities.

Aigul Kalievna:
geophysical data have shown the
structure of the lower horizons of
and sedimentary cover of large

ian depression were revealed.
Iines of regional profiles allowed

its separate layers by types of the

to make schemes of relief and
ion, showing heterogeneities

Iex structural relationships of
for geodynamic zoning of

ies of gravity and magnetic fields
a number of new promising

ly in the middle-upper Devonian
ibution, established on the basis

rospecting in the region under

in periodicals of Kazakhstan, CIS
trol in the sphere of education

of the thesis published 12 printed
r (quartiles Q2, Q3), 2 articles

ofthe Republic of Kazakhstan,
ional and national conferences.

published in 9 scientific papers,

Scopus and Clarivate Analitics,
- in the published proceedings

in enterprises/organisations (there



- Council of young scientists of IO&GG;
- Council of Young Scientists Satbayev University;
- ICforReservesA&D Satbayev University;
- Institute of Seismology of the Ministry of Educa

Kazakhstan;
- Department of "Surveying arrd Geodesy";
- Institute of Cieological Sciences named after K.l. !iatpay
- Department of "Geophysics" Satbayev University.
4.3.3 6 articles have been published on the topic of On

dissertation. Including: 2 articles in republican specialized
Committee for Control in the field of education and science
Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan;2 articles in an internati
database (Proceediings of the National Academy of Sciences
series of geology and technical sciences); 2 articles publi
conferences.

4.3.4 The research carried out by Ismagulova
nature on the study of colmatation processes
representative and experimental sites of the MPV
full compliance with the truth of the proposed and formu
reasonably indicate a sufficiently high degree of their scie
reasoned tool for the introduction of small IVZPV systerns in a
of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Based on the results of the research work carried ouLt, 8

were made, of which 2 works were published in international
of Scopus and Thomson Reuters companies, and 3 article:s in sc
by the Committee on Supervision and Certification of'the
Republic of Kazaklhstan.

One article: M,K.Absametov,E.J.Murtazin,V.V.Kulagin,A
"Dynamics of infilttration and colmatation on physical m:odels
artificial groundwater recharge" read all the articles publi
Conservation and Management (WCM), included in the

4.3.5 7 articles have been published on the topic of
dissertation. Including: 3 articles in republican speciallized
Cornmittee for Conlrol in the Field of Educatiton and Science o
the Republic of Kazakhstan; 1 article in an international i
(Proceedings of the National Acaclemy of Sciences of the
geology and technioal sciences); 3 articles published in the m

5. Analyses of reviewers' performance (with examples of
Reviewers of dissertations of doctoral students for the oe

were appointed inL accordance with the requirementr; of
Dissertation Council.

In order to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
of the dissertation council, a memo was sent to each reviewer wi
and design of the rerview of the dissertation work.

All reviews were submitted on f.ime and in accordance with
for Quality Assurance in the Field of Science and Educal.ion of
the Republic of Kazakhstan.

There are no negative reviews.
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6. Suggestions for further improvement of the system

high-quality review of the work at the seminars of the

7. The number of dissertations for the degrees of Docto
profile in the context of specialties (areas of training):

of scientific training - to ensure

nt.

of Philosophy (PhD), doctor by

Specialty
8D07104 - Oil and gas

and ore geophysics

Specialty
6D075 500-Hydrogeology
and engineering geology of mineral

dissertations accepted for
defense (including
doctoral students from
other universities
dissertations withdrawn
from consideration
(including doctoral
students from other

dissertations that received
negative reviews from
reviewers (including
doctoral students from
other universities
dissertations with a
negative decision on the
results of defence
(including doctoral
students from other
universities
Including from other

With a negative decision
based on the results of the
defense

The total number of
defended dissertations

Chairman
Dissertation Council

Scientific Secretary
of the Dissertation Council

,"2 M. Absametov

E. Auyelkhan
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